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About This Game

A brilliant but misunderstood professor, you've been to the Tree of Life, and lived to tell about it. Only no one will believe you.
Your students have even begun to make fun of you… Until an elderly gentleman shows up at your door, and your whole life

changes once again.

Are the Three Stones really a portal to another world? Find that out and more as you follow your colleague's trail to track down
the truth of his strange disappearance. Explore beautiful, strange worlds, and watch out for surprising twists that will leave you

wondering. If the tiara fits…

This is a special Collector's Edition release full of exclusive extras you won’t find in the standard version. The Collector’s
Edition includes:

Play the bonus game to bring back the Sun Diamond!
Find collectible dog biscuits and flitting fairies!

Get soundtracks, wallpapers, screensavers, and concept art
Read more in the Lore Book

Use the available Strategy Guide
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amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's edition walkthrough. amaranthine voyage the living mountain collector's
edition

A couple of times it just closed itself and back to windows I went. It felt a bit unfinished from time to time but maybe that's just
me.
On the other hand it's great if you always wanted to build your own spaceship :D

I also found out that it only uses one cpu-core which naturaly leads to lack in big battles. Don't know if that's supposed to be this
way.. 35 min... that's the time you need to get to the point I'm at
35 min and I'm at 8/9 achivements and the last one isn't explained well... "Destroy 1K planes" In one run? Or in total?

Needless to say the game dosen't last long.
Infact this review will probably take longer to write than for you to complete most of the game... well, if you are compatant at
bullet hells at least, with 50+ hours in Suguri I feel as I can say that this game is easy... somewhat, you would not belive how
quickly you can die, a couple of seconds at most if you forget what button is fire (It's X of all things). This game is... different in
many ways, for instance this is the only top-down bullet-hell I've played where you can't touch the walls, which makes
manunerving hard, that's good in many ways, it ups the difficulty to a good level.
Soundtrack is good too.

But, nothing is perfect, even a transfer of energy, so what's wrong with this game?
Simple, hit detection is a bit off, hit boxes seem a bit too far forward for colision damage, the starting weapon fires a bit too
slow to be effective, that or the enemy planes move to fast at first. And if you get 1) there are no invinceability frames and 2)
YOU WILL NOT NOTICE. It is neigh impossible to tell if you got hit unless you are watching the bullet hit you and.

Wait, what's this? 99 cents default price... CUCKING SOLD
I got it for fifty cents in the winter sale, hell you could buy this just with the cards you will end up selling in the sale, so it's price
makes it great, plus gameplay is fun while it lasts, and the music. This is a game you would come back to once every couple of
weeks or months and play once or twice then put down again because you've gotten every achivement in your new ALT account
you've dedicated to this game and you'll have to make another to get every achivement again.

Good game, deicent ST, great price
Shockingly short, sometimes VERY easy other times hard, odd hit detction and little replayability due to it's length.
Then there is the drop system
Me: "Game I have every upgrade done in 2/3 trees can you give me something that I can reach/ isn't health"
Game: "What's that? More health? Okay"
twenty seconds later
Me "Game thanks for giving me a few upgrades that I could now I need some health"
Game: "OH NOW THAT'S JUST PICKY I'M GONNA THROW A NEW ENEMY AT YOU JUST TO SHUT YOU UP"
it's picky at best, the RNG is a bit♥♥♥♥♥♥♥(Level 6 and haven't seen an upgrade) (YES THAT HAPPENED TO ME JUST
BEFORE I WROTE THIS)

It's a good game, but could use improvements in some areas, achivements are rediclusly easy to get (I was joking about the ALT
acount stuff) however the pirce of 0.99USD makes up for it majorly.
I'll recomend... barely.. Somehow I knew i would love this game too much.. Solid little Diablo clone with interesting classes,
good action, and enough engagement to give you several hours of Joy.

The story didn't make much of an impression on me but I did enjoy dungeon delving and killing some monsters.

If that's your kind of thing too, this one is worth a loot.. Link to the review that showed me this game is even a thing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5fOogbEgdBY
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I don't really think I could say anything that was not covered in the review and I don't think I should try. to put it bluntly
Cartesian is the embodyment of the saying "don't judge a book by its cover." Its a fairly simple game about refracting off of
walls to open doors in the hopes you can solve the game's over arching mystery and save your mining crew.

my only complaints are that the game has no volume sliders and is startlingly loud at first.

and that I can't seem to find the devs name anywhere on steam perventing me from following there future work.
. A travesty of a port.

The PS3 original was released ten years ago. It was and still is a classic. Unfortunately, Annapurna dropped the ball with this
shoddy conversion plagued with a multitude of issues.

First of all, the technical analysis.

The audio is downright glitchy. The sound effects (like collecting petals) are full of clicks and pops. The elaborate acoustic
effects of the PS3 version (like the music being faded and muffled while standing still) have been entirely removed, killing the
immersion. Here, the music always plays at full volume. Sometimes the audio doesn't work at all when launching the game.

Also, either the cutscenes introducing each chapter have been removed (maybe because of their lower resolution) or they don't
play at all on my machine, I can't tell. All I get is a black screen with the music before the chapter starts. Finally, be aware that
this port requires a CPU with AVX instructions, for God knows whatever reasons.

Let's talk about the real issue of this port: the controls.

They all suck. Forget about the mouse and keyboard, this game wasn't designed around these devices. What about the analog
stick of the default pad settings? It barely manages to do the job. The ONLY way to appreciate Flower is to play with a Sixaxis
(gyroscope) controller, which these days means a DualShock 4. Since the gyro is not supported by XInput, you'll have to use the
DS4 through its barebone "native" DInput driver (no Big Picture mode, no DS4Windows, no HidGuardian).

When you finally get the DS4 to work, and if you're familiar with the PS3 version, you quickly realize that the "native" driver
doesn't work great either. The gyro sensibility is too high and, worst of all, the analog triggers are recognized as simple digital
buttons, which means instant full speed instead of progressive acceleration, making the game tedious at best. And when you turn
around, the landscape stays basically upright, while it was banking in the original (Afterburner style).

This port lacks complete polish. To this day, not a single patch has been released and I doubt we will ever see one. I hope
Journey will not suffer the same mess, but I have no trust in the publisher. Today, I've just lost 5 bucks.

Flower deserved better on PC. Score: 2\/10.

For reference: https:\/\/psnprofiles.com\/trophies\/69-flower\/Ryusennin. all of the ganes by Crankage Games are a blast.. dafuq
did I just play/10. Such a beautiful game with rather polished mechanics. I love the concept and have been waiting for a game
like this for years. The only thing I would ask for is a save point to stop and pick back up. This is perhaps the best 5.99 I've ever
spent.
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Challenging platformer with great soundtrack. Worth the price.. I started off reasonably optimistic about this Puzzle Quest like
game.

I thought that using twists was a very clever way of mixing up the old formula - give it enough time and you will see the patterns
that make some twists work. The ability gems that spawn on the board are a workable mechanic but not great nor bad.

But there's one mechanic that completely ruined the game for me. "Idle twists" - a move where you don't make any matches.
The penalties for an idle twist are so severe, that you are hurt so bad in taking a turn off to make a huge combo the next turn,
that you'd be better off just making match-3s the whole time, just to avoid the idle twist penalty. This discourages high skill play
that would otherwise count on setting up these combos. Maybe I overreacted slightly - one can still find ways to move around
the board in subtle ways with match-3s and still potentially set up combos.... But I still stand by it limiting gameplay, instead of
fostering higher skill play.

The plot/dialog is super iffy, but no big deal if what you're trying to get out of this game is match-3. The user interface on the
map (outside of battle) is pretty crappy, but just be glad that you don't spend too much time there.

All in all, I can't call Gyromancer bad, and the price point is set correctly. But some poor design decisions leave me scratching
my head wondering why I don't play Puzzle Quest instead.. I had played the board game once with some friends, and really
enjoyed it. Unfortunately, no one I am around regularly was interested in playing, so I waited, like Connor McCloud, until the
time of the Gathering, when versions were finally created for the PC and the iPAD. I've only played for an hour, but the AI
seems to be tuned for the varying levels, and is fairly nimble. I may have missed this feature, but a readily available "ghost laser"
you could turn off and on while you learn would accelerate becoming accustomed to the pieces and their angle of reflection. I
am really pleased with this game. I feel like I am getting the gameboard experience I wanted, and with online multiplayer, I now
have people to play it with.
Thanks Devs!. The game has a good premise, however it is too slow and it makes the game too boring.
Please developers, make it faster, and please allow the ship to turn around itself :). A little chalenging but I love a chalenge
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